
A MODEL  FOR TRANSFORMATION

APPEAR
Your power to create and transform comes from 

understanding how your work makes life better for 
others. By focusing on adding value and serving 

others you simultaneously generate inspiration 
and create opportunities.

DISAPPEAR
To make your deepest desires appear, the 
things that hold you back must disappear – 
like activities not aligned with what you 
want to create, and unconscious limiting 
thoughts.

RESTORE
To create your desired outcomes you may need 

to repair or bring back processes, reset 
relationships within and between teams, let go of 

old stories that hold you back or write a new chapter 
for your team’s future.
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Revitalizing the Spirit of Your Workplace
Creating an Environment Where People Can Thrive

Under Disappear: To make your deepest desires appear,(comma) the things that hold you back must 
disappear – like activities not aligned with what you want to create, (comma) and unconscious limiting 
thoughts.
Under Restore: To create your desired outcomes you may need to repair or bring back processes, reset 
relationships within and between teams, let go of old stories that hold you back or write a new chap-
ter for your team’s future.
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The Five Creative Powers
Moving from Reacting to Creating

  INSPIRATION

Establishing and nurturing a connection to the deepest 
purpose of your organization, work and life.

  WORDS

Every act of creation begins with a thought and then 
your thoughts take form as words. What you speak is 
what you create.

  SELF-AWARENESS

Awareness of your limiting beliefs and assumptions 
equips you to stop using them in order to act from a 
more empowering foundation.

  RELATIONSHIPS

Working with trusted allies who hold you to your highest 
self – someone who will point out blind spots where your 
beliefs and assumptions may be limiting you.

  AUTHENTICITY

Having the courage to be open, transparent and 
vulnerable about thoughts and feelings paves the way 
for learning from mistakes, gaining strength through 
adversity, and diffusing crippling fear.

Andrew Bennett grew an account in a Fortune 500 company from $5M to $65M – and that was just the start of his remarkable life 
and career. He has over two decades experience as a leadership and organizational culture consultant and executive coach working 
with leaders all over the world. Andrew has been involved in nearly 40 major organizational transformations over the last 20 years.

Under Disappear: To make your deepest desires appear,(comma) the things that hold you back must 
disappear – like activities not aligned with what you want to create, (comma) and unconscious limiting 
thoughts.
Under Restore: To create your desired outcomes you may need to repair or bring back processes, reset 
relationships within and between teams, let go of old stories that hold you back or write a new chap-
ter for your team’s future.


